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the Sea that can be reproduced on maps. The previous 1958 Geneva
Conventions have also been considered, together with the practice that
has developed through agreements between the States concerned.
The Čakavian Dialect of Orbanići Near Žminj in Istria - Janneke
Kalsbeek 1998
Cakavian dialects, the westernmost dialects of the South Slavic language
area, have long attracted the attention of investigators, largely owing to
the complexity of their prosodic systems. These prosodic systems are
interesting not only from a typological point of view, but also contain
material of great importance for the study of Slavic historical
accentology. The description of a Cakavian dialect in Istria (Croatia)
presented in this volume contributes data for South Slavic historical
dialectology, and for historical accentology. The book includes an
introduction on Cakavian and other South Slavic dialects, particularly
those spoken in Istria, and chapters, based on fieldwork by the author,
on the phonology, morphology and some syntactic phenomena of the
dialect of Orbanici. In the chapters on morphology, special attention is
paid to accentuation types. The book also contains dialect texts (70 pp.)
and a lexicon, in which all attested forms are listed.
Eurythmy and the English Language - Annelies Davidson 2015-03-12
Since its first appearance in the study-edition of Rudolf Steiner's lecturecycle Eurythmy as Visible Speech (Anastasi Ltd, 2005) this contribution
"Eurythmy and the English Language" by Annelies Davidson has proved
its value. Packed with useful observations, and above all, an examination
of the living principles, this essay is recognised as the definitive
introduction to an important area of eurythmy research and practice. The
writer reflects on years of artistic exploration of the English language
with Marguerite Lundgren and on her own extensive work. Marguerite
Lundgren was a living example of how it is possible to develop an ear for
the creative impulses available especially in music and the sounds of
speech. Along with other authorities, mention is made here of
Marguerite's respect for the sensitive scholarship of Adam Bittleston particularly evident in the study of Shakespare - and of the insights of the
philosopher of language Owen Barfield. These scholars were profoundly
aware of the work of the polymath and linguist Professor Hermann
Beckh, who, as a foremost pupil of Rudolf Steiner, followed up Novalis'
claim for "genetic etymology," for the creative sounds of speech. This
Mystery wisdom goes back to the first known theory of language in
Plato's dialogue Cratylus. Eurythmists attempt to access the primal
creativity still available, as Steiner points out, in the language we speak
today. In this way, in pursuing their art eurythmists aim to contribute to
the renewal of the word in our time. ANNELIES DAVIDSON was born
and educated in Holland. In 1974 she graduated from the London School
of Eurythmy, England, taught around London and performed with the
London Stage Group which toured Europe and the USA. From 1986-2002
she taught in the Eurythmy School, Spring Valley, New York and
performed with the Ensemble. She currently works freelance as a
teacher and director, focussing on eurythmy in relation to the spoken
word.
Psy: Alien Castaways 3 (Intergalactic Dating Agency) - Cara Bristol
2020-10-27
Can an alien mind reader free her from a prison of silence? Cassie
Steward has not spoken a word. Ever. A congenital defect robbed her of
the ability to speak. Craving independence from her overprotective, wellmeaning mother, she gets a job at the antique store in their small town.
Then she meets Psy, an alien with telepathic abilities. From the moment
his mind touches hers, the universe seems within her grasp, and she
envisions fulfilling all her dreams with Psy at her side. Soon after
encountering the beautiful, shy Cassie, Psy realizes she’s his genmate. It
doesn’t matter she can’t talk—he loves her as she is. But as their
telepathic connection deepens, he begins to suspect her inability to
speak is more than a congenital happenstance. Something far more
sinister appears to be keeping her a virtual prisoner. He’s certain his
psychic powers can unlock the secrets in Cassie’s mind. But will

The Cambridge History of Australia - Alison Bashford 2013
Offers a comprehensive view of Australian history from its pre-European
origins to the present day. Over two volumes, this major work of
reference tells the nation's social, political and cultural story.
Leadership for Learning - John MacBeath 2008
The impact of globalization is being felt in numerous spheres of
educational policy and practice, in rapid growth of information and
communication technologies, in economic transformation, and
international market competition, all of which conspire to create new
demands and place new pressures on school leadership. Drawing on
examples from 12 countries in different parts of the world. The Editors
have brought together 28 renowned scholars in Europe, Australia, North
America, and Asia-Pacific countries to contribute to this book. The first
six chapters address key themes and provide the framework for the 12
country reports which follow. With the aim of increasing international
understanding and teasing out issues of transfer and application across
cultural and linguistic boundaries, we have chosen national reports
which cover a range of countries representing a diversity of culture and
contextual backgrounds. We believe, these chapters and the book as a
whole, can provide important theoretical, policy and practical
implications that will inform the debate about the future of education and
of schooling. While each of these country narratives underscore the
importance of context, at the same time there are insights and values
held in common.
Short-term Empires in World History - Robert Rollinger 2020-06-04
The volume will focus on a comparative level on a specific group of states
that are commonly labelled as “empires” and that we encounter through
all historical periods. Although they are very successful at the very
beginning, like most empires are, this success is very ephemeral and
transient. The era of conquest is never followed by a period of
consolidation. Collapse and/or reduction to much smaller dimension run
as fast as the process of wide-ranging conquest and expansion. The
volume singles out a series of such “short-term empires” and aims to
provide a methodologically clearly structured as well as a uniform and
consistent approach by developing a general set of questions that
guarantee the possibility to compare and distinguish. This way it intends
to examine not only already well established empires but also to
illuminate forgotten ones.
Uber Die Sprache Der Jakuten - Otto Von Bohtlingk 1997-07-29
This collection of essays and reviews represents the most significant and
comprehensive writing on Shakespeare's A Comedy of Errors. Miola's
edited work also features a comprehensive critical history, coupled with
a full bibliography and photographs of major productions of the play from
around the world. In the collection, there are five previously unpublished
essays. The topics covered in these new essays are women in the play,
the play's debt to contemporary theater, its critical and performance
histories in Germany and Japan, the metrical variety of the play, and the
distinctly modern perspective on the play as containing dark and
disturbing elements. To compliment these new essays, the collection
features significant scholarship and commentary on The Comedy of
Errors that is published in obscure and difficulty accessible journals,
newspapers, and other sources. This collection brings together these
essays for the first time.
Lines in the Sea - Giampiero Francalanci 1994-09-29
It is very hard for a lawyer to understand the complex scientific
prerequisites that determine the drawing of a certain line, and very hard
for a scientist to follow the juridical subtleties that arise once that line is
embodied in a legal text. This is the reason why the editors have tried to
pool their different experiences in this atlas. They have chosen some
important cases and topics and produced the relevant maps and
comments. In the commentary they have stressed either the scientific or
the legal aspects of the subject, or both, as the case may require. The
main aim of "Lines in the Sea" is to give a graphical representation of
those provisions of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of
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revealing the truth liberate her…or destroy their bond?
Language Planning and National Identity in Croatia - K. Langston
2014-09-09
Following the collapse of the former Yugoslavia, Croatian was declared
to be a separate language, distinct from Serbian, and linguistic issues
became highly politicized. This book examines the changing status and
norms of the Croatian language and its relationship to Croatian national
identity, focusing on the period after Croatian independence.
Pierer's Universal-Lexikon der Vergangenheit und Gegenwart oder
neuestes encyclopädisches Wörterbuch der Wissenschaften, Künste und
Gewerbe - Heinrich August Pierer 1862

Includes entries for maps and atlases.
The Kajkavian Dialect of Hidegség and Fertőhomok - H. Peter
Houtzagers 1999
Houtzagers, for whom no credentials are cited, offers a synchronic
description of a Croatian immigrant dialect spoken in and around the
Austrian-Hungarian border region, specifically in the two villages of the
title. The dialect is unique in being the only surviving Kajkavian dialect
that was separated from its original surroundings as early as the 16th
century, and there are indications that these original surroundings were
located somewhat east of where Kajkavian dialects are spoken today. The
study contributes to the understanding not only of Serbo-Croatian
dialects, but also of how newcomers and natives impact each other's
speech, and of how dialects die. There is no index. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News Inc., Portland, OR
»Truth« and Fiction - Peter Deutschmann 2020-07-31
Several of the most prolific and influential conspiracy theories originated
in Eastern Europe. The efficacy of conspiracy narratives can be observed
in recent developments in Poland or with regard to the wars waged in
Eastern Ukraine and in former Yugoslavia. This volume analyses the
history behind this widespread phenomenon as well as its relationship
with representations of the present in Eastern European cultures and
literatures.
The Impact of the Illyrian Movement on the Croatian Lexicon - George
Thomas 1988
Literaturverz. S. 245 - 271. Durchsuchbare elektronische
Faksimileausgabe als PDF. Digitalisiert im Rahmen des DFG-Projektes
Digi20 in Kooperation mit der BSB München. OCR-Bearbeitung durch
den Verlag Otto Sagner.
Die Slavischen Sprachen - Sebastian Kempgen 2009
This series of HANDBOOKS OF LINGUISTICS AND COMMUNICATION
SCIENCE is designed to illuminate a field which not only includes
general linguistics and the study of linguistics as applied to specific
languages, but also covers those more recent areas which have
developed from the increasing body of research into the manifold forms
of communicative action and interaction. For "classic" linguistics there
appears to be a need for a review of the state of the art which will
provide a reference base for the rapid advances in research undertaken
from a variety of theoretical standpoints, while in the more recent
branches of communication science the handbooks will give researchers
both an verview and orientation. To attain these objectives, the series
will aim for a standard comparable to that of the leading handbooks in
other disciplines, and to this end will strive for comprehensiveness,
theoretical explicitness, reliable documentation of data and findings, and
up-to-date methodology. The editors, both of the series and of the
individual volumes, and the individual contributors, are committed to this
aim. The languages of publication are English, German, and French. The
main aim of the series is to provide an appropriate account of the state of
the art in the various areas of linguistics and communication science
covered by each of the various handbooks; however no inflexible pre-set
limits will be imposed on the scope of each volume. The series is openended, and can thus take account of further developments in the field.
This conception, coupled with the necessity of allowing adequate time for
each volume to be prepared with the necessary care, means that there is
no set time-table for the publication of the whole series. Each volume will
be a self-contained work, complete in itself. The order in which the
handbooks are published does not imply any rank ordering, but is
determined by the way in which the series is organized; the editor of the
whole series enlist a competent editor for each individual volume. Once
the principal editor for a volume has been found, he or she then has a
completely free hand in the choice of co-editors and contributors. The
editors plan each volume independently of the others, being governed
only by general formal principles. The series editor only intervene where
questions of delineation between individual volumes are concerned. It is
felt that this (modus operandi) is best suited to achieving the objectives
of the series, namely to give a competent account of the present state of
knowledge and of the perception of the problems in the area covered by
each volume.
The Roman Empire in Context - Johann P. Arnason 2010-12-23
Through a series of original essays by leading international scholars, The
Roman Empire in Context: Historical and Comparative Perspectives
offers a comparative historical analysis of the Roman empire’s role and
achievement and, more broadly, establishes Rome’s significance within
comparative studies. Fills a gap in comparative historical analysis of the
Roman empire’s role and achievement Features contributions from more
than a dozen distinguished scholars from around the world Explores the

Hitler - Benes - Tito - Arnold Suppan 2019-11-05
In the spring of 1945, Fuhrer and Reich Chancellor Adolf Hitler,
President Edvard Benes, and Marshal Josip Broz Tito stood as examples
of the complete rupture between the Germans and Austrians on the one
hand, and the Czechs, Slovaks, Slovenes, Croats, Serbs, and Bosniaks on
the other. The total break that occurred in World War II with war crimes,
crimes against humanity, and even genocides (particularly against the
Jews and "Gypsies") had a long pre-history, beginning with violent
nationalist clashes in the Habsburg Monarchy during the revolutions of
1848/49. Therefore, this monograph - based on a broad range of
international primary and secondary sources - explores the development
of the political, legal, economic, social, and cultural "communities of
conflict" within Austria-Hungary, especially in the Bohemian and South
Slavic countries, the making of the Paris Peace Treaties in 1919/20 by
violating President Wilson's principle of self-determination, particularly
in drawing new borders and creating new economic units, and the
perpetuated ethnic-national conflicts between Czechs and Germans,
Slovaks and Magyars, Slovenes and Germans, Croats and Serbs as well
as Serbs and Germans in the successor states, deepening the differences
between the nations of East-Central Europe. Although many kings,
presidents, chancellors, ministers, governors, diplomats, business
tycoons, generals, Nazi-Gauleiter, higher SS and police leaders, and
Communist functionaries have appeared as historical actors in the 170
years of East-Central and Southeastern European history, Hitler, Benes,
and Tito remain especially present in historical memory at the beginning
of the twenty-first century.
Antiquarisches Bücherlager von Kirchhoff & Wigand in Leipzig - 1880
Поэзіи. [With a preface by B. A. Dyeditsky.] - Nikolai
USTUIANOVICH 1860
Pluricentric Languages - Michael G. Clyne 1992
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SOCIOLOGY OF LANGUAGE brings to
students, researchers and practitioners in all of the social and languagerelated sciences carefully selected book-length publications dealing with
sociolinguistic theory, methods, findings and applications. It approaches
the study of language in society in its broadest sense, as a truly
international and interdisciplinary field in which various approaches,
theoretical and empirical, supplement and complement each other. The
series invites the attention of linguists, language teachers of all interests,
sociologists, political scientists, anthropologists, historians etc. to the
development of the sociology of language.
Principles and Practice of South African Lexicography - R. H. Gouws
2010-10-01
Principles and Practice of South African Lexicography is directed at
experts in the field of practical and theoretical lexicography in South
Africa, applying the general theory of lexicography to the South African
lexicographic environment. The authors of this book are leaders in the
field of South African lexicography and active participants in the
international lexicographic arena, publishing regularly in national and
international journals and giving papers at international conferences and
workshops.
Bosnia - Noel Malcolm 1996-10
Discusses the different ethnic and religious groups that inhabit Bosnia,
and looks at the political and cultural upheaval that have been a
continuing part of the region's history
A Commentary on Cicero, De Officiis - Andrew Roy Dyck 1996
It deals with the problems of the Latin text (taking account of Michael
Winterbottom's new edition), it delineates the work's structure and
sometimes elusive train of thought, clarifies the underlying Greek and
Latin concepts, and provides starting points for approaching the
philosophical and historical problems that De Officiis raises.
National Union Catalog - 1978
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relevance of important comparativist themes of state, empire, and
civilization to ancient Rome
Bilingual - François Grosjean 2010-08-15
Whether in family life, social interactions, or business negotiations, half
the people in the world speak more than one language every day. Yet
many myths persist about bilingualism and bilinguals. Does being
bilingual mean you are equally fluent in two languages, or that you
belong to two cultures, or even that you have multiple personalities? Can
you become bilingual only as a child? Why do bilinguals switch from one
language to another in mid-sentence? Will raising bilingual children
confuse and delay their learning of any language? In a lively and often
entertaining book, an international authority on bilingualism, son of an
English mother and a French father, explores the many facets of
bilingualism. In this book, François Grosjean draws on research,
interviews, autobiographies, and the engaging examples of bilingual
authors. He describes the various strategies—some useful, some
not—used by parents raising bilingual children, explains how children
easily pick up and forget languages, and considers how bilingualism
affects the experience and expression of emotions, thoughts, and dreams.
This book shows that speaking two or more languages is not a sign of
intelligence, evasiveness, cultural alienation, or political disloyalty. For
millions of people, it’s simply a way of navigating the complexities of life.
Tributary Empires in Global History - Peter Fibiger Bang 2016-04-30
A pioneering volume comparing the great historical empires, such as the
Roman, Mughal and Ottoman. Leading interdisciplinary thinkers study
tributary empires from diverse perspectives, illuminating the importance
of these earlier forms of imperialism to broaden our perspective on
modern concerns about empire and the legacy of colonialism.
Lodgers - Nenad Veličković 2005-09-06
Published as the siege of Sarajevo ended, Lodgers is a hilarious,
unsentimental report from the front lines of the Balkan wars of the
1990s. Detergent mixed with flour, museum relics sold to U.N.
peacekeepers, the magic power of laminated accreditation-all of the folly
and the horror of that time are revealed in the sarcastic report of the
novel's teenage would-be authoress.
Lexical Layers of Identity - Danko Šipka 2019-05-16
Provides a systematic approach to lexical indicators of cultural identity
using the material of Slavic languages.
The Palgrave Handbook of Slavic Languages, Identities and Borders Tomasz Kamusella 2016-04-29
This book analyzes the creation of languages across the Slavophone
areas of the world and their deployment for political projects and identity
building, mainly after 1989. It offers perspectives from a number of
disciplines such as sociolinguistics, socio-political history and language
policy. Languages are artefacts of culture, meaning they are created by
people. They are often used for identity building and maintenance, but in
Central and Eastern Europe they became the basis of nation building and
national statehood maintenance. The recent split of the Serbo-Croatian
language in the wake of the break-up of Yugoslavia amply illustrates the
highly politicized role of languages in this region, which is also home to
most of the world’s Slavic-speakers. This volume presents and analyzes
the creation of languages across the Slavophone areas of the world and
their deployment for political projects and identity building, mainly after
1989. The overview concludes with a reflection on the recent rise of
Slavophone speech communities in Western Europe and Israel. The book
brings together renowned international scholars who offer a variety of
perspectives from a number of disciplines and sub-fields such as
sociolinguistics, socio-political history and language policy, making this
book of great interest to historians, sociologists, political scientists and
anthropologists interested in Central and Eastern Europe and Slavic
Studies.
A Complete Guide to Heraldry - Arthur Charles Fox-Davies 1909
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Grada Za Povijest Književnosti Hrvatske - 1897
Serbische Lesekörner, oder historisch-kritische Beleuchtung der
Serbischen Mundart. Ein Beitrag zur Slawischen Sprachkunde, etc
- Pavel Jozef Šafařík 1833
The Slavic Languages - Edward Stankiewicz 2015-02-06
Language and Identity in the Balkans - Robert D. Greenberg 2004-03-25
Language rifts in the Balkans are endemic and have long been both a
symptom of ethnic animosity and a cause for inflaming it. But the breakup of the Serbo-Croatian language into four languages on the path
towards mutual unintelligibility within a decade is, by any previous
standard of linguistic behaviour, extraordinary. Robert Greenberg
describes how it happened. Basing his account on first-hand observations
in the region before and since the communist demise, he evokes the
drama and emotional discord as different factions sought to exploit,
prevent, exacerbate, accelerate or just make sense of the chaotic and
unpredictable language situation. His fascinating account offers insights
into the nature of language change and the relation between language
and identity. It also provides a uniquely vivid perspective on nationalism
and identity politics in the former Yugoslavia.
The Late Medieval Balkans - John V. A. Fine 1994
Covers the formation and histories of new states in Bulgaria, Serbia, and
Bosnia, through their final subjugation by the Ottomans
Deutsch-kroatisches wörterbuch - Bogoslav Šulek 1860
Citizenship Education at School in Europe - 2005
Recoge: 1. Citizenship and education policy - 2. Citizenship education
and the curriculum - 3. School culture and participation in community
life - 4. Evaluation of citizenship education.
Blago Jeziga Slovinskoga ... Thesaurus linguæ Illyricæ; sive,
Dictionarium, Illyricum in quo verba Illyrica Italice et Latine
redduntur, labore P. J. Micalia ... collectum, etc - Jacov MIKAGLJA
1649
Numeral Types and Changes Worldwide - Jadranka Gvozdanovic
1999-01-01
TRENDS IN LINGUISTICS is a series of books that open new
perspectives in our understanding of language. The series publishes
state-of-the-art work on core areas of linguistics across theoretical
frameworks as well as studies that provide new insights by building
bridges to neighbouring fields such as neuroscience and cognitive
science. TRENDS IN LINGUISTICS considers itself a forum for cuttingedge research based on solid empirical data on language in its various
manifestations, including sign languages. It regards linguistic variation
in its synchronic and diachronic dimensions as well as in its social
contexts as important sources of insight for a better understanding of the
design of linguistic systems and the ecology and evolution of language.
TRENDS IN LINGUISTICS publishes monographs and outstanding
dissertations as well as edited volumes, which provide the opportunity to
address controversial topics from different empirical and theoretical
viewpoints. High quality standards are ensured through anonymous
reviewing.
Vergleichende Grammatik der slavischen Sprachen - Franz Miklosich
2015-04-02
This four-volume comparative grammar of the Slavonic languages
(originally published 1852-74) was among Franz Miklosich's most
influential works.
Groszes Wörterbuch der modernen europäischen Sprachen - Anton
Albert Peschek 1879*
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